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LED Wall Pack  
The most advanced line of wall packs on the market. Designed 
and engineered as maintenance free, energy efficient 
alternatives to traditional fluorescent, high-pressure sodium and 
HID light sources. Multiple lumen packages mean there is a wall 
pack that is just right for your lighting needs. 
 
Features  
Sturdy, weather resistant aluminum housing. Silicone gasket 
provides protection against moisture. Direct replacement of 
fluorescent long-life, 60,000 hour LEDs at L80 reduce lift cycle 
maintenance costs. Adjustable dusk-to-dawn photocell 
automatically turns light on at dusk and off at dawn for 
convenience and energy savings. Clear prismatic borosilicate 
lens is thermal/shock resistant. Optional On/Off or bi-level motion 
sensor, high voltage transformers, emergency battery backups, 
cords, and whips. 
 
Construction  
Rugged die cast aluminum housing withstands outdoor 
environments. Outer surface treated with durable power coating 
to provide resistant to corrosion, rust, weathering, and or 
degradation. Performance engineer internal heat dissipation fins 
provide superior thermal management for lens life and reliability. 
 
Electrical  
Equipped standard with fixed output driver. Long life LED’s 
60,000 hours at L80 with projected life over 100,000 hours for 
reduced life cycle maintenance costs. 
 
Certification 
All luminaires are built to UL 1598 and 2108 standards, and bear 
appropriate ETL labels. Wet location labeling is standard. 
Emergency equipped fixtures labeled UL924. Adheres to LM70, 
LM80, and TM21 industry standards. Design lights Consortium 
(DLC) qualified product. Not all models of this product may be 
DLC qualified. Please check the DLC product list at 
www.designlights.org/qpl. 
 
Warranty 
5-year limited warranty. See complete warranty for terms and 
conditions (labor not included.) 
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CCT Dimmable Size Voltage Wattage Lumens 
IWP-50-MV-850 120V-277V 50W    80 7,200 5000 - One Size 
IWP-80-MV-850 120V-277V 80W 80 9,600 5000 -   One Size 

IWP-100-MV-850 120V-277V 100W 80 12,000 5000 -   One Size 
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